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Place School name, reunion year, location, and date here.
This is space for a welcome letter along with a description of the kind of class reunion you had. In this letter, make sure to thank attendees and volunteers as well.

More text about class reunion along with the kind of activities that took place, entertainment and any funny stories that would make the reader of the memory book laugh when reading it years later.
Place text with short description of class reunion pictures above and below. Make 5-10 pages worth of pictures submitted by class reunion attendees in these pages. It is these photos that will be cherished as memories so make sure to include candid ones with lots of smiles.
More text about class reunion committee members etc.
Profile Pictures

Before

After

This is sample text for a class reunion photo profile page. Insert text here about classmate, including family, hobbies, education, career info., email address, favorite teacher, favorite quote etc.

Before

After

This is sample text for a class reunion photo profile page. Insert text here about classmate, including family, hobbies, education, career info., email address, favorite teacher, favorite quote etc.
Deceased Classmates

This Section Is Dedicated To Those We’ve Lost

Our Classmates
Our Friends
Our Loved Ones

List of names of the deceased

1. Name of Deceased
2. Name of Deceased
3. Name of Deceased
4. Name of Deceased

List of names of the deceased

1. Name of Deceased
2. Name of Deceased
3. Name of Deceased
4. Name of Deceased
In Memory Of (Insert Name)

Before

Place any appropriate comments by classmates, friends, and family here

More space for comments, favorite poem, favorite food, etc.

Larger photograph
Old Group Photos (2-3 Pages)

Photos From Prom
Or Any Group Photo
During High School

Photos of football
game from high
school, or of a fa-
vorite teacher
New Group Photos

Insert group photos from current class reunion, preferably in the same pose as the older pictures
Sponsors Page

Insert sponsor name or business card with contact info.
Thank You For The Memories

Insert Large Photo Of School Here

See You At The Next Class Reunion!